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Abstract
The main aim of this paper is to present a systemic framework of what the field of
Information Systems (IS) is about; its connecting areas and its central theme. It was born out
of a search for structure in providing a cohesive picture of the subject and field of IS for
students and business managers. The average manager and executive has difficulty in obtaining
an integrated and holistic view of information systems, and it is said that this leads to a lack of
alignment between IS and the strategic aims of the enterprise. Students, particularly MBA
students, have a similar problem. Using a large number of disparate data sources, including a
delphic survey of leading academics, the paper adopted a grounded theory approach in
developing an integrating framework of five main areas for the field: (1) IS Development,
Acquisition & Support (2) People & Organisation, (3) Information & Communications
Technology, (4) Operations & Network Management, and (5) Information for Knowledge
Work, Customer Satisfaction & Business Performance. The latter area is proposed as the
central, distinguishing theme for the field. The paper also discusses the implications of the
framework and how it might be used in teaching, the organisational setting, and IS research.
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The Problem
The work described in the paper began with a concern at the lack of integrated and cohesive
definitions within the field of Information Systems (IS), and the consequential difficulties in
teaching, learning and research, and indeed application.

The concern is especially with

students, especially MBA students, and middle and senior-level executives, all of whom
typically have difficulty in obtaining an integrated and systemic (i.e. holistic or total) view of
information systems & technology (Burnes, 1991; Dooley, 1991; Keen, 1991a; Silver et al.,
1995), which in turn leads to a lack of alignment between information systems & technology
(IST) and the strategic aims of the enterprise. For example, many managers and knowledge
workers will have little education in Information Systems (apart, possibly, from an
introductory course), or have training of the ‘point-and-click’ variety, giving them a
technologically-centric, ‘tunnel-vision’ view. Thus, the difficulty in obtaining an integrated
and systemic view may be a root factor in explaining the rate of failure for IST in the
organisational environment. In the absence of such a view, IST may be technologically driven
rather than business-driven. The lack of an integrated and systemic view is the problem that is
addressed in this paper.
MBA students (if not other students), have a similar concern. They tend to expect practicerelated, insightful, integrated themes, with useful models that they can take away and use. For
them, in the absence of such models, there may be little rhyme or reason to the subject. How
does one topic area relate to another topic area?
Similarly, what is the general subject of IS about?

Is it essentially about systems

development? Is it about strategic systems planning? Is it about information for decisionmaking, or perhaps the competitive use of IT? Is it about e-commerce? Is it about research
themes, or contemporary IS issues? What is the central theme, or is there one? Is it just a
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cluster of somewhat-related, general topics; an “amalgam” of knowledge? (Hirschheim et al.,
1995)
Even the name and acronyms used for the field continue to be different: MIS, IM, IRM,
BITM, IS, IT, TBIT, ICT, IST, etc. The only common word in all of these names and
acronyms is information itself. For someone not immersed in IS, this cannot make the subject
or field any easier to understand.
As for middle and senior level executives, there appear to be few who have an integrated,
systemic understanding of IST; how it can be invested in, developed, used and effectively
exploited in aligning with business aims.
A large part of the problem, at least in the view of the authors, is that despite various models,
there is no underlying framework that provides a 'big picture' for the subject and field, or a
central focus. For example, there is a five-component model of hardware, software, data,
procedures, and people that relates to an information system (Ahituv and Neumann, 1990;
Kroenke and Dolan, 1987).

There are also models at the enterprise level that delineate

strategic systems planning (Earl, 1989; Robson, 1994). In addition, there are models of IS
development, providing as they do an overall, paradigmatic view of the different schools of
development (Barron et al., 1999; Iivari, 1991; Hirschheim et al., 1996; Iivari et al., 1998;
Orlikowski, 1993). Types of system/application have also been the focus of research (see, for
example, Ein-Dor and Segev, 1993). Furthermore, there are models that have endeavoured to
provide a basis for research in the field (Barki et al., 1988, with subsequent updates; Cushing,
1990; Gosain et al, 1997; Gorry and Scott-Morton, 1971; Ives et al., 1980; Mason and
Mitroff, 1973; Nolan and Wetherbe, 1980; Swanson and Ramiller, 1993). Lastly, there is a
useful model of an information system and its interaction with the organisation context (Silver
et al, 1995).

Even this, however, does not provide a view of the subject and field of

Information Systems.
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All of these contributions describe a particular part of the subject and field. They describe (a)
an information system, (b) strategic systems planning approaches, (c) types of development,
(d) types of system/application, and (e) research themes. They do not describe the field, as
such. Rather, the field is seen through a particular lens, such as types of system, research
themes, etc. In addition, these and other models tend to concentrate on one particular type of
source in developing a model, thus reflecting the orientation of that source. Consequently,
notwithstanding the significant contribution of these models, they do not provide an
integrated, overall, systemic view, so that Information Systems becomes meaningful as a
subject and area in itself.
In addition to the models describing part of the subject and field of IS, there have also been
models classifying the intellectual progression of the field (Culnan, 1986; Culnan and Swanson;
1986; Dickson, 1981). These contributions are significant in that they give a historical context
to the field.
Notwithstanding curricula-type lists, there remains little if anything to which the student, and
particularly the practitioner and executive, can point to in relating one main area of the overall
subject matter to another, whatever those main areas are. Therefore, knowledge-building and
understanding is hindered, since knowledge depends upon frameworks (explicit, taught
frameworks, or implicit, mental frameworks), for putting concepts together and relating
information components (Vickery & Vickery, 1992). More seriously, perhaps, managers and
executives may put the subject of IS into a box – a technology tools & techniques box. Its
identity, if there is one, as against computer science on the one hand, and management on the
other, becomes blurred.
Indeed, IS research itself remains “a moving target" (Iivari, 1991), and “fragmented and
disjointed" (Hirschheim et al., 1995). More fundamentally, the field is still torn between the
positivist and interpretivist positions; indeed, its traditional preoccupation with method,
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methodology and the scientific/positivist method is said to be at the root of its problems
(Ciborra, 1997).
On the one hand, the traditional, scientific/positivist, paradigm of the natural sciences can be
drawn upon to achieve criteria such as objectivity, testability and replicability.

We can

therefore have a reasonable degree of confidence in the findings, and can build upon them as
‘true’ knowledge. On the other hand, if the field is to address the real-world, and the ‘soft’, illstructured, problems that are typical of human organisations and their use of IST, then the use
of interpretivist, qualitative, and critical research approaches is an imperative (Galliers, 1994;
Hirschheim et al, 1995; Orlikowski and Baroudi, 1991; Remenyi and Williams, 1996).
In addition, the scientific/positivist paradigm, may miss the big-picture. It may give a partial
and restricted view of given phenomena, and thus provide an understanding without context
(Orlikowski & Baroudi, 1991). And yet, if there is one thing that the IS field needs to draw
from systems theory/thinking, it is that of the systemic whole; the big picture; the whole is
greater than the sum of its parts; the system within a system within a system; everything is
connected to and potentially informs or informed by everything else.
Also, there continue to be problems in accreditation, funding, recognition for the field (Avison,
1997; Stowell and Mingers, 1997; Watson et al, 2000). A further problem is that its entry
barriers are weak (Adam & Fitzgerald, 1996). In summary, the field of information systems
still faces the challenge of identity, at least for those not immersed in the field, and this may be
a factor in its difficulty in gaining recognition as a distinct, cognate domain.
To reiterate, therefore, the problem addressed and the main aim in this paper, is that of making
sense of the IS subject and field for students, especially MBA students, middle and seniorlevel executives, and indeed anyone else seeking to understand the overall IS subject and field,
such as non-IS academic colleagues and Business School Deans.
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The means of addressing this is to derive a systemic framework for the field and subject of IS
and, within the framework, a central theme. This could provide not only a context and
framework for the field of Information Systems, but also a model that is applicable to the
development and use of information systems & technology in organisations, thus offering a
bridge between academia and practice.

Structure of the Paper
In the next section, the research approach is summarised. Some have argued against any such
framework as proposed in this paper, and we briefly address the arguments for and against
frameworks for the field in the following section. The main framework of the paper is then
proposed, providing a holistic or systemic view of the five main areas of the subject and field
of information systems. This is followed by a discussion of the main areas and their
relationships. The central area and theme of Information for Knowledge Work, Customer
Satisfaction & Business Performance is discussed. Finally, the implications and use of the
framework in teaching, in practice, and in research, are discussed.

Research Approach
The nature of the research undertaken in developing this paper is largely at the classification
level (Bennet, 1991). It is primarily a qualitative approach, largely inductive, and drawing on
several, different types of source data in aiming for triangulation of results (Van Maanen et al,
1982). It is also iterative, and subject to testing and validation through different contexts and
audiences.
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The principles of grounded theory and its constant comparative method (Glaser and Strauss,
1967) were a foundational part of the research.

Grounded theory seeks categories and

principles about the research subject from the ground up. Unlike scientific/ positivist or
logico-deductive research, it does not start from a priori theory or hypotheses, which it then
seeks to disprove. Instead, (1) categories of occurences/incidents/examples with common
characteristics emerge, and are coded into as many categories as possible, (2) the attributes of
each category are identified through constant comparison between occurrences and categories,
so as to consolidate the categories, (3) the number of categories are delimited, or reduced to a
minimal set, through parsimony, i.e. no more causes/occurrences or attributes are used than are
needed to account for the categories and their causes, and (4) the framework is employed in
generating systematic, substantive theory that suggests a plausible representation of the data
and overall subject studied.
In summary, the stages of the research approach were as follows:
1.

An extensive literature review was carried out to understand the historical evolution
and maturation of the field, from its early days to the beginning of the third millennium.
This provided the first output, wherein main themes were captured, in the form of an
initial list of about 200 topics for the field.

2.

A survey was undertaken of information systems or IS-related syllabi at graduate and
undergraduate levels, from about 130 universities in the United States, Canada, the
United Kingdom, Ireland, Australia and New Zealand. This provided a second output,
in the form of a rough list of about 100 additional topics.

3.

The list from the literature review and the list from the survey of syllabi were
combined to produce a third output, which was an initial rough draft taxonomy 1 of:

1

A copy of the taxonomy with its full listing of suggested detailed sub-topic areas for the field of information systems is available from the
authors on request
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main areas, and headings and sub-headings within those main areas. Criteria for the
taxonomy as a whole were that it should aim to be: (1) of practical use and practiceconnected (2) inclusive but at the same time parsimonious in its topics and sub-topics,
(3) of minimal overlap, (4) reasonably robust in accommodating developments in the
field. The criteria in establishing a given topic at a given level in the taxonomy were as
follows: (1) the topic was a main heading topic in a syllabus, which pointed to a high
level, (2) it was a frequently covered topic, this also being a pointer to a higher level in
the taxonomy, and (3) the amount of space/experience given to a topic.
4.

Some 20 texts with a managerial flavour and/or at an advanced level beyond
programming and systems analysis were surveyed, and their subjects mapped against
the taxonomy. This provided a second draft of the taxonomy.

5.

A survey of 14 information systems curricula proposals, 15 industry/management
surveys on critical concerns in managing and using IS, and several proposed research
agenda or classification schemes was undertaken, to provide a separate taxonomy.

6.

The two separate taxonomies from the preceding stages were mapped compared and
combined, for a third draft of the economy.

7.

The next stage and output was a first draft of a systemic framework for the field, which
essentially took the taxonomy’s main/top areas, and headings within those areas –
ignoring the third, detail-topic level. Thus, the first draft of the framework itself was
drawn from the two top levels of the taxonomy. Indeed, this was the purpose of the
taxonomy; to derive the systemic framework.

8.

A delphic survey of leading academics from around the world was then undertaken, by
way of testing the systemic framework and its central theme. This was done by
providing leading academics with a draft version of this paper, and inviting their views
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in the form of a structured questionnaire. It was a form of testing for the usefulness of
the framework. A net total of 105 leading academics were surveyed in 19 countries.
9.

The framework was revised, based on feedback from the delphic survey.

10. The systemic framework was then validated in a variety of teaching and use contexts,
in the academic and business environments, wherein the authors used the framework in
teaching, and working and consulting in several organisations. A draft of the paper and
its systemic framework was also made available to interested academics and executives
through a business school portal. These final evaluations provided further feedback
and iteration.
The research approach, therefore, tried to encompass a number of disparate sources, so that it
was not simply the view of academia, on the one hand, but properly representative of and
giving importance to the academic view on the other. Also, in using grounded theory, it did
not start out with any pre-conceived view of what the framework should include. That is, it
attempted to be impartial and without any philosophical platform. Lastly, the approach
aimed to be very much of an iterative nature, in the ten stages used and described.
The end-result of the research approach led the authors to conclude that the systemic
framework could be useful and practical in explaining what the field of IS is about, and how the
main areas might apply and inter-relate in organisations.
One set of criteria that has been suggested in evaluating conceptual development in IS, and
which might be used with the systemic framework, is that of Khazanchi (1996). The five
criteria suggested are plausibility, feasibility, effectiveness, pragmatism, and empirical. The
research approach as described certainly had these criteria as aims. They were pursued in (1)
the use of the different sources as mentioned, (2) in the comparison of those sources, (3) in
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validating through the Delphic Survey of leading academics, and (4) in the final validation, in
teaching, organisational use, and feed-back to the final draft via a business school portal.

For and Against a Framework for the Field
It has been argued that, because IS is an eclectic field, drawing as it does on a number of other
fields, there can be no common ground or theory (Keen, 1987). Thus, there can be no
framework, such as that proposed in this paper. However, this does not follow. Most fields
draw on others (Adam and Fitzgerald 1996). It would be an impoverished one that did not, for
it has been shown how research is illuminated through principles and concepts drawn from
other fields Certainly, the IS field draws on many other fields, such as computer science,
organisational theory, linguistics, political science, psychology etc. (Ahituv and Neumann,
1990; Avison, 1996; Bariff and Ginzberg, 1982; Culnan and Swanson, 1986; Falkenberg, 1994;
Vogel and Wetherbe, 1984). In fact, it is a distinguishing characteristic of the IS field that it
must draw on other fields, for effective, systemic approaches and solutions to organisational
needs in using information systems & technology.
It has also been argued that the field cannot be disciplined or controlled by any imposed
structure or paradigm, as in the Kuhnian model of scientific advancement, because of its
technologically dynamic nature (Banville and Landry, 1989). The third argument against a
common ground, framework or theory is that a monistic/single view would be restrictive, given
the disparate backgrounds and pluralistic interests of those involved in the field (Banville and
Landry, 1989).
The implication, however, is that a framework that has incorporated social construction
through those in the field may be feasible. The delphic survey, the disparate sources used in
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this work, and final validation through electronic publication of a draft, have all sought this
end.
In contrast to the arguments against, there have been many arguments in favour of some kind
of unifying framework, and some kind of underlying theory. For example, it has been argued
that without such framework or underlying theory, the field may be driven by technology or
the events of the day (Weber, 1987). It has also been said that a framework is needed so that
researchers can build upon the development of a consistent set of data, and avoid 're-inventing
the wheel' (Grimshaw, 1992). In addition, there is historical evidence of certain fields achieving
progress at the expense of others, through the establishment of a core, theoretical structure
(Latour 1988).
A further argument in favour of some kind of framework and structure for a field is that,
without it, "progress is but a fortunate combination of circumstances, research is fumbling in
the dark, and the dissemination of knowledge is a cumbersome process" (Vatter, 1947). For
example, it has been shown how the production of scientific fact is characterised as a process
of creating cognitive order, or some sort of framework, out of disorder (Latour and Woolgar,
1979). It has also been argued that the lack of an underlying structure is one of the things that
impedes the field of information systems in becoming a recognised discipline (cf. Pfeffer,
1993).
There have, in addition, been others who have also argued in favour of or pointed to the need
for some kind of basic framework or underlying structure for the field (for example, Adam and
Fitzgerald, 1996; Boynton and Zmud, 1987; Stocks and Romney, 1987; Targett, 1991; Van
Gigch and Pipino, 1986).
Lastly, it was shown in the delphic survey that of the 52 leading IS academics responding from
16 countries around the world, 93% said that a basic framework or structure of some kind is
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needed for the field of Information Systems – a very high level of agreement for academics (see
Table 1 in the next section).

The Delphic Survey
The delphic survey asked leading IS academics (at professorial, head of department, or
programme director level), to respond to a set of questions, and then invited overall comment
on the paper (see Appendix I). With follow-up, 52 responses were received, out of 105
invitations sent out, from leading academics in 15 countries: Australia, Austria, Canada,
Finland, France, Germany, Hong Kong, Ireland, the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway,
South Africa, Switzerland, the United Kingdom, and the United States. There were four
European countries that did not have a representative response. The questions asked, together
with categorisation of responses, is shown in Table 1.
Where a response is represented as “Maybe”, it indicates a variety of responses - largely a
qualified or conditional “yes”.

In such cases, any suggestion for change was seriously

considered in making amendments to the framework or definitions, especially where similar
comments were made by more than one respondent. Similarly, where “small change” is
indicated, suitable amendments were seriously considered.
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Table 1. Responses to the Delphic Survey

Is a basic framework or structure needed
for the field?

Yes:

93%

Maybe: 5%

No:

2%

Is a basic framework or structure feasible Yes:
for the field

40%

Maybe: 30%

No:

30%

Is information & knowledge the
central/underlying theme for the field?

Yes:

50%

Maybe: 25%

No:

25%

Is the grouping of main areas in the
framework acceptable as is (yes); or
what change is needed?

Yes:

43%

Small Change:
50%

Big Change: 7%

Is the distinct character of/for the field
agreeable as stated (yes); or what change
is needed?

Yes:

59%

Small Change:
27%

Big Change: 14%

Is the distinct competence of/for the field Yes:
agreeable as stated (yes); or what change
is needed?

57%

Small Change:
32%

Big Change: 11%

In a number of cases, responses from these leading academics went beyond a simple response
to the survey, with extended correspondence taking place. The framework was evidently a
subject in which some have a deep interest. And, judging by the high response rate (almost 50
per cent), it has more than passing interest for many. Most importantly, the responses to the
delphic survey, and the range of knowledge represented, were highly beneficial in guiding this
present work and its systemic framework.
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A Systemic Framework for the Field
In proposing any model or framework, it may be useful to note that “while all models are
wrong, some are useful” (Box, 1979, p.202). Thus, the systemic framework described in this
section of the paper must be wrong, to a larger or lesser degree. It is not all things to all
people. Few will be able to agree fully with it. Its use would need to be flexible. Nonetheless,
it is presented as a step, within the historical development of the field, towards some form of
common ground for the field of information systems. It aims to be a ‘stake in the ground’, at
the beginning of the third millennium.
The research followed an iterative and inductive approach based (stages 1 to 7), as described
above, to produce a first draft systemic framework . This was then further validated by means
of the Delphic survey (stage 8), as Table 1 illustrates.
The framework was further validated in stages 9 and 10 of the approach, although this was
through informal feed-back in teaching, through use within the organisation environment of
actual IS-related projects, and through publishing it in a working paper which was widely
disseminated to an academic and management audience. The revised version of the framework
is shown in Figure 1.
It is the five main areas of the framework that integrate with each other, around the central area
and theme. In contrast, the sub-areas may not all inter-relate, at least not in the way indicated
through the relationship arrows. For example, the sub-area of System/Application - Types of,
under IS Development, Acquisition and Support is not “Aimed at” the sub-area of Semiotics,
under Information for Knowledge Work, Customer Satisfaction & Business Performance.
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IS Development,
Acquisition & Support
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Systems Development
Maintenance
Use & Support
Systems Acquisition &
Implementation
Data Management & Admin.
Architecture & Infrastructure
Methodology
Project Management
External Partnering
System/Application – Types of

The Aim of

People & Organisation

Aimed at

Empowered
By

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Nature of Data, Information &
Knowledge
Use of Information in
Organisations
Human-Computer Interface
Information Relevance, Value
and Cost
Data Quality
Knowledge Management &
Organisational Learning
Semiotics
IS Research, Theory and
Frameworks

Technology Perspectives
Software
Data Base/Warehouse
Hardware
Storage
Telecommunications
E-Commerce
Internet & World Wide Web

Empowers

Provided
Through

Operations & Network
Management

Information &
Communications
Technology
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Information for Knowledge
Work, Customer
Satisfaction & Business
Performance
•

Automated
& Leveraged
Through

Management of IS/IT
Business Strategy
& Alignment
IS Investment & Evaluation
Process Improvement
Organisation Development
Change Management
Behavioural Aspects
Training & HR
Ethical & Societal
Usage/Industry – Types of

•
•

Automates
& Leverages

Provides

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Production & Operations
Systems Software & Technical
Service & Help Desk Mgt.
Network & Infrastructure Mgt
Configuration Mgt
Storage Management
Security & Control
Business Continuance

Figure 1. A Systemic Framework for the Field of Information Systems
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Also, some sub-headings might arguably be included under a different sub-heading.

For

example, Change Management, under the People & Organisation main area/theme, has come to
mean a number of different things (change in organisational culture, change of business process,
roll-out of new desk-top infrastructure, and the control of software updates). This, therefore,
might be included under IS Development, Acquisition & Support. The model, however, allows
for flexibility. It may be adapted to the particular world-view of the user, and the particular
use of the framework.
A further sub-heading that could arguably be moved is Process Improvement, which might also
be included under IS Development, Acquisition & Support. Process improvement traces its
roots back to early systems analysis and the principle that the process is first made efficient,
and then automated. In its modern form, however, process improvement is about improving or
re-shaping process across the organisation - for efficiency and effectiveness; it is the
corporate process paradigm (Hammer and Champy, 1993).
The process of developing the framework was initially based upon the development of a
taxonomy down to the detailed level. This was undertaken to provide a preliminary basis for
the framework. The framework was required to logically and sensibly incorporate its indicated
topics at the detailed level in its supporting taxonomy, and vice versa. For example, under the
main area of People & Organisation there is the sub-heading of IS Investment & Evaluation.
Any detail-level topic under this heading in the taxonomy had to fit plausibly, both top-down
and bottom-up. In the taxonomy, and based on texts, syllabi, and other sources, IS Investment
& Evaluation includes the following sub-headings:
-

Support of Business Aims & Objectives
Organisation/Firm Performance
Cost & Budget Trends
Critical Success Factors
Critical Business Processes
Client/User Satisfaction
Service Level Agreements
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-

Benefits, ROI and & Business Value
IS & Organisational Productivity
Information Economics
Systems Development Productivity
Project Time & Cost
Costing, Pricing & Control
Facilities Cost vs. Performance
Reliability & Response.

Looking from the top down, the question is whether the IS Investment & Evaluation heading is
plausible and inclusive in representing the sub-headings listed.
Looking from the bottom up, the question is whether each of these sub-headings logically and
sensibly fit under the IS Investment & Evaluation heading. If they do not, do they belong
anywhere, if so where, and how might that affect other headings? Thus, to be viable and
acceptable, the main areas and sub-headings in the systemic framework had to be consistent
with the detail-level topics in the taxonomy. This was the purpose of the taxonomy, with its
third level of supporting-topic detail

The Main Areas and Their Relationships
The framework shows eight relationships; those between the central theme and the other four
themes/areas. It originally showed all 20 relationships between the five main areas but this
made the framework somewhat daunting, and not as effective for teaching as the current
format. The full set of relationships is shown in Table 2.
These relationships, as shown in the matrix, are suggested as prescriptive relationships. For
example, it is suggested that IS Development, Acquisition & Support should be determined &
specified by People & Organisation. Similarly, People & Organisation should be empowered
by Information for Knowledge Work, Customer Satisfaction & Business Performance.
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In each of the relationships, the aim is to represent the primary, essential nature of the
relationship between two main areas. For example, it is suggested that IS Development,
Acquisition & Support is primarily and essentially aimed at Information for Knowledge Work,
Customer Satisfaction & Business Performance. That is, IS Development, Acquisition &
Support is the process, and Information for Knowledge Work, Customer Satisfaction &
Business Performance is the product.
Table 2 Matrix of Suggested Relationships Between the Main Areas of the Framework
IS Development,
Acquisition &
Support

IS Development,
Acquisition &
Support
People &
Organisation

People &
Organisation

Determined &
Specified by
Determine
& Specify

Information for
Knowledge
Work, Customer
Satisfaction &
Business
Performance
Aimed at
Empowered
By

Information for
Knowledge
Work, Customer
Satisfaction &
Business
Performance
Information &
Communications
Technology
(ICT)

The Aim of

Empowers

Applied
Through the
Process of

The Technical
Infrastructure for

Automates &
Leverages

Operations &
Network
Management

The
Operational
Result of

Serves &
Supports

Provides

Information &
Communications
Technology
(ICT)

Operations &
Network
Management

Results in
Applications
of

Operationalised
through

Exploit

Rely Upon

Automated &
Leveraged
Through

Provided
Through

The Platform
for
Deploys
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A further, suggested relationship is that Information for Knowledge Work, Customer
Satisfaction & Business Performance is primarily and essentially automated & leveraged
through Information & Communications Technology (to leverage meaning to use something ICT - as the means of accomplishing a purpose - Information for Knowledge Work, Customer
Satisfaction & Business Performance). Also, Operations & Network Management Deploys i.e.
brings the forces - of ICT - into operation.
As for the main areas themselves, the research approach clearly showed that IS Development,
Acquisition & Support is a main area and theme for the field of Information Systems. Indeed IS
development, in its original form of systems analysis, was the core for the field (Cotterman &
Senn, 1992). However, much work in the organisation environment is not so much devoted to
IS development, as to acquisition, since many information systems are either off-the-shelf,
bought-in business solutions (BIBS) or are bolted together using bought-in components. It is
therefore acquisition rather than development that is the expectation in many organisations.
In addition, a large proportion of the IS/IT effort in organisations is devoted to system
maintenance, providing hardware/software upgrades, training users for effective, desk-top use
and mobile use, trouble-shooting client-server networks, and interfacing with and supporting
users in other ways. In other words, IS development itself is generally a small proportion of
the real world of information systems, albeit a strategic and highly visible proportion (apart, of
course, from the consulting and software organisations – of which there are many - who make
their money by developing business solutions/applications for use by other organisations).
People & Organisation is a further main area and theme that arose through the grounded
theory data gathering. The field of Information Systems has always had the organisation
environment as its context (Dickson, 1981).

Likewise and implicitly, it is people that

comprise organisations. People are the stakeholders. Certainly it is people in organisations
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that determine, specify, develop, exploit, support, are empowered by, and rely upon
information, information systems and information technology.
Information & Communications Technology is again, clearly, a further main area and theme, if
not a foundational area for the field of Information Systems. The term “ICT”, which started
to come into vogue at the end of the 1990s, compared with the term “IT”, represents the
networking infrastructure of IT as being of fundamental and integral significance. It is ICT that
automates and leverages Information for Knowledge Work, Customer Satisfaction & Business
Performance.
Operations & Network Management is a relatively neglected area in the academic environment
of Information Systems. It is, however, the operational result of IS Development, Acquisition
& Support. Its importance as a main area for the field may be better seen when investigation
goes outside the academic environment, and into the world of organisations.

In some

organisations, where the environment is relatively stable, Operations & Network Management,
along with information systems support (as opposed to development and acquisition) may be,
in effect, the strategic focus. People & Organisations rely upon Operations & Network
Management for the provision of Information for Knowledge Work, Customer Satisfaction &
Business Performance.
As for Information for Knowledge Work, Customer Satisfaction & Business Performance as
not only a main area but the central theme for the field, this is discussed in the following
section.
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A Central/Underlying Theme for the Field
If data in the texts, journals, and syllabi were represented in developing the framework
according to explicit subject coverage in these sources, the area of Information for Knowledge
Work, Customer Satisfaction & Business Performance may not be identifiable as a main area.
It might be dispersed among the other main areas in the framework. However, when grounded
theory, together with the delphic survey responses and final validation of the framework were
applied in the research approach, it emerged as the underlying theme. It emerged as the “big
idea” for the field (Checkland and Holwell, 1995).
All along, ever since the days of MIS, there has been an underlying recognition that the field
has a fundamental concern with information in the organisational environment (Brehaut, 1991).
Also, it has been argued that the information-intensive organisation needs to focus on the
product of IT, namely information itself. Further, trend studies have shown that alignment
between the information needs of business, and its actual use of IS/IT, remain a top, perennial
concern (Computer Science Corp., 1999).
Certainly, every term and acronym used to describe the field includes “information”: MIS, IM,
IRM, IS, IT, TBIT, BITM, ICT and IST. Indeed, it is the only word common to all terms.
We might therefore conclude that either these terms are all misnomers, or that information
itself is the essential theme.
Then why the central theme of Information for Knowledge Work, Customer Satisfaction &
Business Performance? That is, why not information for decision-making? Certainly, the
traditional rationale for information is decision-making. It is deeply rooted in the IS field,
based on the work of Simon (1957 and 1965), March and Simon (1958), and Cyert and March
(1963).

The construct of decision support continues to be important for the field of

information systems. But decision-making as the central purpose of information, and its
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traditional, logico-deductive paradigm, have been shown to have limited reality (see, for
example, Johnson, 1987; Laroche, 1995; Langley et al, 1995; Mintzberg, 1973). It is said that
we need to escape from the “grip” of the idea that organisations are largely systems of
management decision-making (Spender, 1995). Rather, from the boardroom to the customer
interface, information is inherently and more broadly for knowledge work, and part of this use
and/or outcome is decision-making.
Up to the point of the delphic survey, the data uncovered in the research process pointed to
the underlying theme of information & knowledge, or information for knowledge work, as the
underlying theme.
As noted previously, the delphic survey showed that, of the leading academics responding, 50
per cent agreed that information and/for knowledge represented the central, underlying theme
for the field, while another 25 per cent said that it may be. Thus, a total of 75 per cent
indicated yes/maybe.
This led to further iteration, first, in responding to the replies and comments of the leading
academics and, second, in the final stage of validating the framework. The final stage included
teaching and using the framework with classes of MBA students, consulting and training in
several organisations and, finally, getting further feedback from interested academics and
executives through a business school portal.
The aspect of information for customer satisfaction (both external and internal customers), was
added largely as a result of consulting and training in organisations. If information is seen as
the essential product of information systems, then that product must seek to satisfy a
customer. This is the litmus test of any product.
It may be an external customer, such as a business, retail or mail-order customer, a web-site or
corporate portal user, an e-business retail customer, or a trading partner. Or it could be an
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internal customer, such as a board executive, a managerial user, or an operational user, at the
‘coal-face’ so to speak, dealing directly with customers or clients. For example, the Internet
web-page user or business portal user must be satisfied with the information provided. It
must be relevant to them, provide value, be presented with satisfactory human-computer
interface, be based on quality data, and so forth. Thus, the information in all of its aspects
must satisfy the user, stakeholder, manager, client/customer, net-surfer. Thus, information in
business organisations is inherently for knowledge work and, importantly & prescriptively, for
customer satisfaction.
The aspect of information for business performance was added in response to comments to
the effect that individual and business performance have always been a basic aim for
information systems (Bjorn-Anderson, 1984; Culnan, 1986; Davies et al, 2000). Thus, the
end-result becomes information for knowledge work, customer satisfaction and ultimately,
business performance.
In the different sources used for this study, there was little explicit reference to the subheadings within the central theme (exceptions being, for example, Land and KennedyMcGregor, 1987; Liebenau and Backhouse, 1990; Mingers, 1995; Stamper 1973, 1985 and
1991; Tricker, 1992). But throughout the sources there was nonetheless implicit reference.
The implicit topics or sub-headings are: the nature of data, information & knowledge, the use
of information in organisations, and information relevance, value & cost.
Human-Computer Interface (HCI) is, on the other hand, an explicit sub-heading, and is an
example of a sub-field within IS. A core aspect of HCI, and the reason for its inclusion under
Information for Knowledge Work, Customer Satisfaction & Business Performance, is the easeof-use of presented information. Another explicit sub-topic is Data Quality, which has long
been a concern in data base, and more recently in data warehousing and knowledge management
(English, 1999, Huang et al, 1999; Redman, 1996,).
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A further sub-heading within the central theme is knowledge management & organisational
learning. This is not a new topic (see Sveiby and Lloyd, 1987), but it is now recognised as a
key element in achieving competitive edge (see, for example, Cranfield, 1998; Nonaka and
Takeuchi, 1995). As for semiotics, which refers to the raw material of data, namely signals
and signs, this is virtually a field in itself. Its use could have important implications for
‘reading the signs’ in determining underlying information needs in IS Development Acquisition
& Support.
IS Research, Theory and Frameworks is placed under Information for Knowledge Work,
Customer Satisfaction & Business Performance as the central theme, since IS Research, Theory
and Frameworks would ultimately connect back into the central theme; the unifying theme.
It has been said that information as such has often been taken for granted in IS (Davies and
Ledington, 1991; Galliers, 1987; Marchand and Horton, 1986; Tricker, 1992; Stamper, 1985).
Perhaps process has overshadowed product. But if the information product and its use is
where end-value resides, then it is suggested that this is where the central, distinguishing focus
and theme for the field of Information Systems resides.

Implications and Use of the Framework in Education
To begin with, the systemic framework included all 20 of the relationships between the five
main areas or themes. Students on whom the authors tested the framework found this
overwhelming and overly complex. Thus, it was decided to remove most of the relationships,
and leave just the eight relationships between Information for Knowledge Work, Customer
Satisfaction & Business Performance, and the other four main areas. This does make the
framework appear less cohesive, but experience shows that the model becomes less daunting
and easier to understand and use. The model becomes a better teaching and facilitating device.
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A first line of discussion in using the framework in teaching is to ask students for opinions as
to its validity in the main areas and sub-areas. Is there anything missing? Is there anything
there that should not be there, and why? On a detailed sub-topic, where might it fit in the
framework?

There might be something of special importance for the group that is not

specifically shown.

If so, and if there is consensus for a change in the framework, then it

might be enhanced so that it becomes ‘owned’ by the group.
At this point the general question might be asked: how valid are the relationships between
Information for Knowledge Work, Customer Satisfaction & Business Performance and the
other four main areas? Does the group feel that these represent the essential nature of the
inter-relationships?
What about the other 12 relationships not shown? At this point the suggested relationships
shown in the matrix might be drawn in. What can we agree upon in these relationships?
A third line of questioning is: are these the relationships actually present in organisations? For
example, is IS Development, Acquisition & Support actually determined & specified by People
and Organisation?

And, does People & Organisation actually exploit Information &

Communications Technology? In other words, how do students see the descriptive versus
prescriptive relationships in organisations. Again, does the framework need to be changed in
the inter-relationships, so that it becomes ‘owned’ by the group?
In pursuing this line of questioning further, the question may be asked: to the extent there is a
difference between the prescriptive versus the descriptive relationships, what might be some of
the causal areas? What are the critical success factors (CSFs) and the critical failure factors?
(CFFs)? For example, if People & Organisation do not satisfactorily determine & specify IS
Development, Acquisition & Support, in which areas are the causes; in which sub-areas might
the problem be rooted?
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A fourth line of questioning is to take specific topics treated elsewhere in the course and ask
where they might fit within the framework (a) prospectively, looking forward to other topics
in the course, (b) currently, by discussing a specific topic within the context of the framework,
and (c) retrospectively, tying topics back into the framework as the course proceeds. For
example, where might the topics of ERP systems, middleware, data compression, knowledge
management, business process re-design, data modelling, object oriented analysis, user
interface, information management, systems steering committees, and other topics, fit into the
framework? To which main area do they seem most pertinent? In fact, does the topic relate to
more than one main area, if so to which, and how does it inter-relate?
For example, if system development and the use & support of a system/application were being
discussed, how might this need to be linked with other areas? Supposing it were an enterprise
information system (EIS), an organisation Intranet, a call-centre system, or a web-based data
warehouse-supported business portal? In each case, which are the areas and sub-areas under
People & Organisation, for example, which need to be linked in and considered?
Similarly, the framework is a vehicle for discussing issues for the field of Information
Systems.

For example, is e-commerce delivering on its expectations; are customer

relationship management systems old wine in new bottles; how are data warehouses benefiting
the organisation?
In using and discussing case studies for the field, how does the case study relate to the
framework, and vice-versa? To which main areas and sub-areas does the case study largely
relate? We might start by circling those sub-areas in the systemic framework that are treated
in the case study, and inserting any sub-topic areas into the framework that are treated in the
case study but not specifically included in the framework. What are the inter-connections and
their implications?
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Lastly, an assignment is suggested. Students or discussion delegates might be asked to: (1) fill
in detailed sub-topics within the framework as appropriate to the course, (2) give reasons as to
why these detailed sub-topics are significant enough to be included, and (3) indicate how they
inter-relate. There are variations on this theme. For example, teams might be asked to choose
one main area/theme of the framework, and fill in the detailed sub-topics. Also, topics from
other courses (as in an MBA programme), might be linked into the framework. Thus, the
systemic framework aims to be a vehicle for encouraging and building a big-picture view of
IST, regardless of topic or issue.

Implications and Use of the Framework in the Organisation Setting
Much of what has been said about the teaching use of the model also applies in the
organisation setting. People who are responsible for information systems & technology (IST),
or in some way determine the development and use of IST, are likely to benefit from some
form of training that provides a big-picture view.
It has been said that the average manager and executive has difficulty in obtaining an integrated
and holistic view of information systems & technology, and that this may be a factor in the
lack of alignment between IST and the strategic aims & needs of the enterprise. The point here
is that technologically-centric training, only, gives a technologically-centric view.
It is expected that use of the systemic framework in training, and in planning and discussion,
should help to overcome such a technologically-centric view, and provide more of an integrated
and systemic view – with possible implications for strategic use and alignment of IST with the
needs of the enterprise.
For instance, in planning the portfolio of systems projects for the coming year, (1) what type
of system/application is involved and, given this type of system/application, (2) which main
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areas and sub-areas in the framework are involved and inter-related, and need to be factored
into the planning, and (3) in which areas do the critical success factors (CSFs) and critical
failure factors (CFFs) reside?
Such planning will generally require significant interface between IS/IT management, senior
management, and user/client stakeholders. In this interface, a common challenge is that of
having common values, agreeing on the process needed, and achieving common aims. The
framework provides a means of constructing such values, process and aims.

It is not

‘technical’ and, experience shows, it is reasonably easy to attain understanding of the
framework with the user/client.
A further instance is the business analysis and/or systems analysis for a particular systems
project. What is our overall schema? Is it just an automation project, or are there other
implications & impacts? For example, to what extent do we need to consider: use & support,
maintenance, architecture, process improvement, alignment with business strategy, security &
control, data quality, and other areas in the systemic framework? More fundamentally, will
the products from this project lead to or provide information for knowledge work, customer
Satisfaction & Business performance?
The systemic framework may also support the Management of IS/IT.

Its use in

communicating with client-users has already been discussed. But even before this, what is the
role for IS/IT management in the organisation? What are the priority issues, and how are they
inter-connected?

Given the pervasive nature of information systems & technology, its

strategic import for the organisation, the dependence of the organisation upon it, the host of
disparate stakeholders, and the fish-bowl nature of IS/IT management, where mistakes may
have significant and visible impact, the job of managing IS/IT is one of the most complex and
demanding. To the extent that the framework might be used to determine and agree the role of
IS/IT management, and not only facilitate communication with user/clients, but also help in the
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education of such user/clients, then the framework is being used to support the IS/IT
management role.

Implications and Use of the Framework in Research
The systemic framework has implications for research. Firstly, the framework offers a clarity
for the field. The framework suggests that this is what the field of Information Systems is
about. In making use of such a systemic or holistic view, it may become easier to represent
the significance of a particular research interest, and where it ties into other areas of the field.
Second, to the extent that a big-picture dialogue is facilitated, it may point to areas of
uncertainty, areas where there is a need to know more. For example, the IS Masters or PhD
student might use the framework as a top-level road map in searching for areas of concern in
organisations.
Similarly, when a big picture view is offered, it tends to invite the insertion of those pieces
that may be missing, or the extra detail that might be needed for a particular purpose or group.
A blank page is less likely to facilitate effective thought and discussion, compared with a
suitable model that invites comments, ideas, changes and additions.
Also, when a specific research subject is being pursued, the framework may inform a bigpicture, integrated view of Information Systems. It may encourage linking with and thinking
about other, related areas. For example, such other areas might be pointed to at the end of a
thesis, in “areas for future research”.
The grounded theory data gathering included the field of practice, and it is hoped the
framework reflects this.

To the extent that it does, the framework, may provide

encouragement to undertake research oriented to practical outcomes in IS Research. Certainly,
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there have been calls for IS academics to cast aside their “esoteric detachment” from corporate
concerns, and become more responsive to the field of practice (Slater et al, 1995).
This leads to what might be a vicious cycle for the field. On the one hand, esoteric and
detached research abstracts from the field of practice. Consequently, organisations may view
academic research as fuzzy, irrelevant and pretentious (Keen, 1991b). On the other hand, with
this view, it becomes difficult to get into organisations to carry out, compare and validate
academic research. Business managers and executives are already hard-pressed to find the time
to get their jobs done, without adding ‘the problem’ of academic research. Therefore, finding
ways of bridging the gap, and actually getting into and partnering with organisations for
mutually satisfactory research outcomes, has become a significant issue. Might the framework
be of help? It has been found to be useful by the authors in dealing with managers and
executives.

They appear to relate well to the framework when it is applied to their

organisation.
Further, in offering a big picture view of the field, the framework may offer support to those
who wish to engage in divergent research, which draws upon scholarship among different
disciplines to address real-world needs (Brown, 1992). It compares with convergent research,
which develops clearly defined, specific lines of enquiry to validate promising hypotheses.
Thus, where divergent research aims to incorporate the big-picture view, it may find the
framework to be of value.
To the extent that Information for Knowledge Work, Customer Satisfaction & Business
Performance is accepted as the central, unifying theme for the field, this may have
implications for research focus. For example, It may lead to greater focus on how people
actually process and use information in organisations, for the nature of knowledge work is still
“one of the best kept secrets in America” (Suchman, 1995). Information relevance may also
earn greater attention. Semiotics and its place in systems development may become the
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subject of greater attention. Data quality might be a further area deserving of greater research
effort. Thus, the focus of IS research might shift more toward the area of information itself,
and its associated concepts of signals, data, knowledge and wisdom.
Lastly, the five main areas or themes in the systemic framework, and their inter-relationships,
may provide a spur for some form of global IS theory. For example, is People & Organisation
empowered by Information for Knowledge Work, Customer Satisfaction & Business
Performance? What are the areas of contingency? Is IS Development, Acquisition & Support
aimed at Information for Knowledge Work, Customer Satisfaction & Business Performance?
Is IS Development, Acquisition & Support in fact, a main theme? Thus, in offering a clarity for
the field, and in putting forward these main themes and inter-relationships, it either invites (a)
disagreement, and development of a more representative model for the IS field, or (b)
agreement, and a process of building upon the framework toward global theory for the field.

Summary and Conclusions
This work began some years ago with a concern at the lack of integration between subjects in
the field of information systems, and the consequential difficulties in teaching, learning and
research. Despite some arguments against, there would seem to be a need for a basic, systemic
framework for the field, and one is proposed herein. It seeks to allow not only the teacher and
researcher but also the manager and practitioner to inter-connect the main areas of the field and
its basic areas of application in organisations. Thus, it aims for an integrated, systemic big
picture of what the field is about. In developing a systemic framework for the field, the paper
proposes that the central focus is no longer the development of information systems, nor
computers, nor computer-based information only, nor any particular purpose of information
such as decision-making and control. It is proposed that the central theme of the field of
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information systems is Information for Knowledge Work, Customer Satisfaction & Business
Performance.
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Appendix I. Sources for the Framework
The Delphi Survey of Leading Academics
This was considered the most important source of/for the framework. The academics were randomly selected from three
published Directories: (1) the McGraw-Hill Directory of MIS Faculty in North America, (2) the Directory of Information
Systems Faculty in Europe, and (3) the Australasian Information Systems Academic Directory. To be randomly selected,
the academic person generally had to be of professorial rank, or head of department, or director of a programme. In the case
of non English-speaking countries, they also had to be represented as having "excellent" English, and this did restrict the
selection in such countries. A total of 113 surveys were mailed and 8 were returned "address unknown", for a net total of
105, to which there were 52 responses. Based on the net total, therefore, the response rate was 49.5%. The returns were as
follows, with the number originally mailed indicated in parentheses after the country, and the number of replies for that
country indicated in parentheses at the end.
• Australia (7): Kit Dampney, Steve Elliot, Igor Hawryszkiewycz, Ron Weber. (4)
• Austria (2): Thomas Weitzendorf. (1)
• Belgium (1): None (0)
• Canada: (3): Brent Gallupe, Sid Huff (2).
• Denmark (2): None (0).
• Finland (2): Kalle Lyytinen (1).
• France (4): Alain Berdugo, Jean-Louis LeMoigne (2).
• Germany (6): Armin Heinzl, Franz Schober (2).
• Hong Kong (1): Bob Tricker (1).
• Ireland (4): Tony Moynihan, Ciaran Murphy, Michael Sherwood-Smith (3).
• The Netherlands (5): B.K. Brussard, H.G. Sol, Ronald Stamper (3).
• New Zealand (3): Ivan Jackson, David Keane (2).
• Norway (3): Tor Larsen (1).
• South Africa (5): Trevor Crossman, Derek Smith, Peter Warren (3).
• Spain (2): None (0).
• Sweden (3): Mats Lundeberg (1).
• Switzerland (2): Hubert Oesterle, Andre Probst (2).
• United Kingdom (14): Ruth Boaden, Benita Cox, Guy Fitzgerald, David Grimshaw, Malcolm King, Anne Leeming,
John Mingers, David Targett, Leslie Willcocks, Trevor Wood-Harper (10).
• USA (44): John Burbridge, Gordon Davis, Omar El Sawy, Gary Green, Rudy Hirschheim, Clyde Holsapple, Blake
Ives, Milton Jenkins, Mehdi Khosrowpour, Heinz Klein, Gary Kohler, Al Lederer, Henry Lucas, Ted Stohr (14).
Some of the respondents not only completed the Delphi survey form but also wrote letters and engaged in e-mail dialogue
with the authors in amplifying and extending the discussion. Consequently, the revised draft of the paper represents this
additional input. The authors wish to record, herein, sincere appreciation to those who responded, who in no small sense
might be considered co-authors of this work.

Syllabi and Texts
In developing the systemic framework for the field, about 130 syllabi were collected from universities, from 1993 to 1995,
in the United States (65), Canada (10), the United Kingdom (20), Ireland (2), Australia (25), and New Zealand (8). In
requesting these, the request was for syllabi on any courses, either graduate (MBA, M.Sc. and Ph.D) or undergraduate, that
included or dealt with the managerial or organisational aspects of IS or IT. In the United States, syllabi were obtained from
such institutions as New York University, the University of Arizona, University of Minnesotta, the Sloan School at MIT,
University of Texas, Indiana University, Carnegie Mellon, Southern Methodist University, the Wharton School at U.
Pennsylvania, and Harvard. In each country, the aim was to obtain syllabi from those institutions that have identifiable
programs in MIS, IM, IS, IT or similar, particularly at the graduate level, and particularly those identified for their
leadership in the study and research of IS (Morse and Wager, 1991).
With respect to the syllabi, there is a wide range of subjects covered. Some have graduate programs that are oriented to the
management of IS functions, while others are for business executives operating and managing with IS. And some have
both. Many programmes emphasise the technical side of IS, having being developed in computer science environments.
There have been calls for such programmes to move beyond a technical focus, to a more strategic and business orientation
(Stocks and Romney, 1987, Porter and McGibbin, 1988, Targett, 1991, Butler, 1991, and Laribee, 1992). And it seems that
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some universities are responding to this call, by focusing more on the people and organisational aspects of IS (Bulkeley,
1995). In the UK, the term "hybrid manager" has been coined, in expressing the type of business and technical skills that
need to be taught (Earl and Skyrme, 1990).
In MBA programmes, however, the coverage of IS is often light and superficial, there is an apparent uncertainty as to what
to teach, and the programmes are too 'tools' oriented - at the expense of strategic business concerns (Targett, 1991, and
Swanson et al., 1991).
The 20 texts used in developing the framework spanned about nine years, from 1984 to 1994. These included texts such as
Davis and Olson, 1985, Dickson and Wetherbe, 1985, Jackson, 1986, McFarlan et al., 1988, Earl, 1989, McNurlin and
Sprague, 1989 Ahituv and Neumann, 1990, Ward, 1990, Daniels, 1991, Cash et al., 1992, Parker and Case, 1993, and
Martin et al., 1994.
Like the syllabi, the texts varied greatly in the types of subjects covered. Also like the syllabi, there was and is growing
emphasis on the people and organisational aspects of IS, compared to earlier texts that tended to focus on systems
development aspects.

Curricula Studies and Research Classification Schemes
Given the emergent status of the field, it may not be surprising that there have only been a few curricula studies in and for
IS (e.g. Buckingham et al., 1987, Stocks and Romney, 1987, Ang and Lo, 1991, and Khosrowpour, 1996). More common
or regular are those in the related field of computer science (Denning et al., 1989, Computer Science and Technology
Board, 1990, ACM/IEEE-CS Curriculum Task Force, 1991, Chen, et al., 1992, and Longenecker and Feinstein - DPMA
Model Curriculum - 1991).
Curricula studies and research classification schemes are generally aimed at classifying the body of knowledge (e.g. Barki
et al., 1988, ACM Computing Reviews, 1991, and Laribee, 1992). However, these sometimes have a computer science
emphasis, with the management and use of IS put into a sub-heading 'box'.

Industry/Management Surveys
Industry surveys, such as those of CSC Index, are regularly undertaken of key management concerns regarding IS. Studies
with a research basis are also undertaken fairly regularly. These surveys and studies provide a window on the field because
they reflect what those in practice consider to be important at the time. It is the strategic issues that tend to be of increasing
concern. These are issues such as corporate-IS goals alignment, change management, competitive advantage, information
architecture, productivity, IS investment, organisational learning, and people issues (Brancheau and Wetherbe, 1987, Dixon
and John, 1989, Silk, 1990, IS Analyser a & b, 1991, Lethbridge et al., 1991, Clark,1992, Broadbent et al., 1992, and CSC
Index, 1995). In all, 15 surveys and studies were reviewed.

